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REBUS
Ballistic TENT
Covers suspect bags without making contact

Quick to deploy:

Reassurance:

The ballistic tent is flexible, lightweight
and a quick to deploy REBUS
enclosure.

The tent covers bags, suitcases or
similar, up to 77cm x 60cm x 28cms
(30” x 24” x 11”) so is ideal for use in
airports, train stations, metro systems
and other crowded places.

It is ideal for everyday use particularly
in environments such as public
transport or mass transit systems.
The tent is designed to be able
to cover a full size suitcase either
standing up or laying down.
The tent features a disrupter access
port. This contains a transparent
RF shielded inspection port, to
allow an EOD operator to inspect a
device without removing the tent or
compromising the RF integrity of
the system.

A bomb disposal team arriving
on scene has the immediate
assurance that any potential radio
controlled improvised explosive
device (RCIED) has been safely
isolated.
Visual inspection can be made
through the disrupter access port
using a torch and the nature of the
suspect device may be verified by
X-ray through the tent walls.

A disrupter can then be precisely
aligned and fired through the access
port to target the device inside.

Special features
 he ballistic part has 10 layers of
T
Spectra shield™ woven into the
four panels.
This provides a fragmentation
screen offering lateral protection.
Normal EOD standard operating
procedures are unaffected by
deploying REBUS.

If required a disrupter can be
deployed through the screening
material to carry out a render safe
procedure with the tent in place.
The tent has no impact on X-rays
which can be taken through the tent.
It does not effect image quality or
wireless X-ray systems.
Locations such as:
•

Airports

•	The entrance to a Government
building
•	Deploy on mass transit systems.

Specifications
• D
 imensions
650 x 650 x 65mm
• EOD fragmentation specification
	V50 rating of 300m/s
• W
 eight
7.8kg

Part No

Description

KT-409-128

Active Tent Ballistic and Inhibitor (1800 GSM)

KT-409-129

Active Tent Ballistic and Inhibitor (1900 GSM)
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